
facility 
ESSENTIALS
Products that reinforce and empower
ORGANIZATIONAL goals

SPACE ENHANCERS



accessories that 
SUPPORT & 
STRENGTHEN 
Within the workplace, every piece of furniture plays a role 
in empowering employees to do their work productively 
and efficiently—from workstations to seating, all the way 
down to the accessories often taken for granted. Imagine 
a world without designated spots for disposing trash, or 
having no place to hang a coat or bag! When you’re 
furnishing an office space, don’t forget the details. They 
go a long way in creating a welcoming and functional 
space for all.



PRODUCTS SHOWN

Safco Mirella and Bandi; Claridge 

Profile Series Whiteboard





PRODUCTS SHOWN

Magnuson Group STILO Receptacles & 
Planters



PRODUCTS SHOWN

Global Zira, G20, and Wind; Magnuson Group 

KASKAD Planters 



You don’t have to sacrifice form for function. Most commercial-quality 
accessories are designed and engineered to the highest of standards by 
some of the most progressive manufacturers in the industry. Inspired 
by modern design and innovation, each component—from planters to 
to visual boards to coat trees—is carefully crafted to deliver a superior 
workplace experience.

DESIGNED 
for functionality





PRODUCTS SHOWN
Nook Solo Pods; Magnuson Group 
PIC Receptacles and Planters



PLANTERS 

Magnuson Group Greencloud

MAGAZINE STAND 

Magnuson Group ZIN



VISUAL BOARD

Claridge Concept Board





PRODUCTS SHOWN
Magnuson Group KASKAD Planters; 
Indiana Furniture Canvas and Joy; ESI 
Edge Monitor Arms and Vivid-X Lighting





PRODUCTS SHOWN
Magnuson Group MET Coat Tree 
and BALDAS Shelving; Global Kadin 
Conference Tabke



PRODUCTS SHOWN

Magnuson Group CIRKEL 
Receptacles; Global Kadin and Luray



versatile 
OPTIONS

The most minute details of a 
workspace can speak volumes to 
employees, guests, and visitors. 
By utilizing custom features like 
multilingual labels and custom 
colors that match your organiza-
tion’s branding, those small, but 
thoughtful, touches can amplify 
the aesthetics of the building  
and enhance the workplace 
experience. 

No matter the size of the foot-
print, there is a solution that will 
work for each individual need, 
and we can help!

Facility essentials, like recycling 
centers and visual boards, are high-
ly adaptable and can be customized 
to meet your unique needs.





PRODUCTS SHOWN
Magnuson Group Second Tree, Claridge 
Mix Industrial Board, Offices to Go 
Superior Laminate and Luxhide Seating



Complete the space 
with thoughtful 
design details and 
environmental 
improvements like 
artwork, acoustical 
solutions, and air 
purification sys-
tems.

PRODUCT SHOWN
Magnuson Group STAL



Professional-grade air purifiers 
eliminate the spread of germs 
and viruses.

Acoustic panels reflect the 
design of the workspace while 
removing echo and noise.

Full-service art consultation is 
available, as well as custom and 
branded art.

Need help finding quality facility accessories? Reach out 
to our support team with any questions.

other bright 
IDEAS




